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JAN-2019

Milt's Marksmanship
Program Wins
VOMTC
"Distinguished Club"
award from NRA

Dave Kong, trap 5's top wobble shot, will receive
the Congressional Gold Medal
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Charlie Marino, Club President

JAN-2019

The club is starting off 2019 with 2 New Trap machines for
the future Skeet Field. Members, keep the month of April /
May open on your calendar, as we are going to need extra
help. In addition, we deeply appreciate any $$ DONATIONS,
to complete the fields.

!!! Due to weather
conditions, Trap #7 will be
closed til the end of March.
In the meantime, Brenda &
Lisa will be instructing at
Trap #5.

If you see this man, give
him a hug!
5 MPH
Darrel Welsh, Coach VOMTC
Junior Trap Team
ATTENTION ALL - when loading targets in the
trap-houses, PLEASE be AWARE of the wires &
the sump pumps that are pumping out the
accumulated water. Avoid stepping on or
bumping the wires and plugs as unplugged and
loose connections shut down functioning.

ON CLUB PROPERTY
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Jon Ray, Chairman of the Board

JAN-2019

This year's Corn Beef Shoot is scheduled for Saturday, March
9th. We have 100 Corn-Beefs to be won.
For those using the Pistol & Rifle Range, we are making
Saturdays available til 1 pm. Check with Gil Bradshaw to confirm
times.
WHEW!!! We are grateful to the weather gods for avoiding the
flood the week of January 14th. We had 18" of rain in the parking
lot, that came within 1 inch of entering the garage. The water
came in so fast we had fish swimming around in the parking lot. A
history FIRST for the club.
Our condolences to Charlie on the loss of his pet "Nutria", it being
killed by Darrel Welsh. A "Celebration of Life" date is yet to be
determined. For those who wish to attend the ceremony, please
contact Darrel.

"California v nutria: state seeks to eradicate scourge
of giant rodents. As the dog-sized creatures destroy
wetlands and dig through levees, officials have a goal:
total extermination." Guardian Weekly, 2017

January, 2017, the levee
broke and flooded the club.
So far so good this year!
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CLUB CONTACTS
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and
Sun 9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn (707) 933-0306
Volunteer Workers Mike Dirksen
707mike@gmail.com
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FEB-2019

What difference a couple of days makes. . . .
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Charlie Marino, Club President

FEB-2019

A HUGE Thank You to everyone that came out on
Saturday to help with the clean-up efforts from the
recent flood. The club grounds are looking fantastic.
We were able to get the trap houses all swept up
and blow the cobwebs out of the machines for a
fresh start.
We're not out of the woods yet. The forecast is still
predicting heavy rain. Everyone keep your fingers
crossed that we don't have to repeat another rainy
day clean up party the rest of the winter

Corned Beef
Shoot
POSTPONED
until further
notice!
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Jon Ray, Chairman of the Board

FEB-2019

Much Gratitude to Mike Hannigin, Jim Reece,
Dave Fish & Dennis DelGrande for Yearly Service
of all the trap machines. These gentlemen would
gladly wish to pass on their knowledge to more
members for the benefit of the club's future.
A friendly reminder to the local Senior Graduating
Class of 2019 at Sonoma High School to apply for
the Jody Ray Scholarship. We have 2 sizable
scholarships to give. Check with your school
administration about submitting an application for
this and other scholarships available.

Please tear down boxes FLAT!
Our big blue bins fill up fast when boxes
are not completely flattened.
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FEB-2019

Well, the club has had a tough February this year, with way,
way too much wind and water. We have had (and still have)
a lot of clean up and repair to do. On the other hand, our
members do rise to the occasion!
THANK YOU VOLUNTEERS FOR YOUR EXCELLENT
RESPONSE TO THE CLUB'S NEED FOR MANY HANDS
FOR CLEAN UP.

FEB-2019
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FEB-2019

Machines and
operators busy at
work on clean up.

6-2

7-1
7-2
FEB-2019

postponed

C L U B C O N T A C T S
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun
9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn ( 7 0 7 ) 9 3 3 - 0 3 0 6
Volunteer Workers - Mike Dirks=en
707mike@gmail.com
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Club Closed
until further notice
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MAR-2019

Sunday crowd watching an impromptu Annie Oakley. Back,

and even FARTHER back
Hope everyone has their ear plugs in, they're
heading for the parking lot!

MAR-2019

Charlie Marino, Club President

Heartfelt Thanks for the continued efforts on the 2nd
flood clean up. I guess enough fingers weren't
crossed to keep Mother Nature from her fury? Final
Spring Cleaning Flood Clean Up this Saturday 3/23.
Double Check traps when shutting down to
RELEASE & MAKE SURE RED ARM IS
FORWARD! #1 RULE = Safety FIRST!
Corn Beef Shoot has been rescheduled for Sunday
March 31st. Corn Beef Lunch ($10) will be served &
prepared by the Flandis.
There will be 100 Corn Beefs up to WIN!
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Jon Ray, Chairman of the Board

MAR-2019
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With the heavy rain / flooding behind us (keeping the faith) we
have Trap Machines 2-7 all back in the houses. Lisa & Brenda
are back on 7 for our new shooters on Sundays.
EVERYONE BE CAREFUL when driving on the Club's
Grounds. M/G are doing a lot of road repair and are coming &
going with loads of rock, please be patient and give them the
right away when you see them on the road.
A HUGE Thank you to everyone for the continued clean up
efforts. The club is starting to look fabulous! Things are getting
cleaned and put back in place, the grass is tall & green, and will
be cut when the ground has dried out a bit more. In the
meantime, please look extra hard when picking up your shells
so that we can spare our law mowing equipment from
mechanical difficulties.
We are still on the look out for some things that floated away....
We are down to 1 Big Blue Dumpster for Cardboard. The other
one fled the county and we are waiting for a replacement.

MAR-2019
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The results of the flood. . . .
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MAR-2019

What got done
about it!
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C L U B C O N T A C T S
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun
9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn ( 7 0 7 ) 9 3 3 - 0 3 0 6
Volunteer Workers - Mike Dirks=en
707mike@gmail.com
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Open for Business!

photo by Leona Lau
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MAY-2019

New membership
cards are on the way.
The new membership cards are
arriving in the mail. Many will
already have received them.
If you received an application and
forgot to fill it out and mail it in with
your choice of volunteer duty or
buy out and your check, well folks,
you have some scrambling to do!
Better get to it.

Skeet Field
As the ground begins to dry out so
the equipment can get out there,
Charlie, Jim and Chester, among
others, have begun to lay out grade
stakes. The club has a rich fund of
experience in these men, who have
worked many collective years in
laying out and directing large
infrastructure projects like this one
will be for our club.
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MAY-2019

Charlie Marino, Club President
I'm delighted to see one of our long time members, Mike
Dolcini back out shooting again.
With the winter rains seemingly behind us, we are
working diligently to get the new "Skeet Field"
completed by summer. As you know the winter
rains were a big set back, as were the recent
ones here in May... fingers crossed the sun
dominates and the ground dries out so we can
get the tractors back out to finish up for all to
enjoy another entity of shooting at our club.
Newly added to our Club Shoots will be 5 Stand
/ Sporting Clays as an event, in which we have a
buckle to award.

Jon Ray, Chairman of the Board
Mike Hennagin & Crew have rewired ALL the Trap Houses.
DO NOT ENTER or LOAD the machines from the RIGHT
SIDE of the Machines . If you are seen or caught doing so
Dozer will be down to bite your ankle! Twice!
Miggiora & Ghilotti are done repairing the levy and the floodgate. They
have also re-rocked the grounds around the club & all of Burndale road
going out to the Highway. We thank everyone for enduring the process
of our destructive winter to the club, and are truly grateful for all that
everyone did to help us through the rough patches of the winter.
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Around the Club

Think Ron's proud of that 25 pin?

John takes a shot at it

MAY-2019

Buddy (party animal) & Robert

Leona makes it right

Dianne keeps that cheek down
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It has been mostly cold and wet lately, so we have kept the
home fires burning.
MAY-2019

JUNIOR SHOOTER'S
PANCAKE BREAKFAST

before each upcoming
Club Shoot
8 am to 9am
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MAY-2019

Bet you can't do this!

Milt's NRA - New Distinguished Experts

Travis

Or this!

Yeah, warm weather is coming!
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C L U B C O N T A C T S
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun
9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn ( 7 0 7 ) 9 3 3 - 0 3 0 6
Volunteer Workers - Mike Dirks=en
707mike@gmail.com
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JUN-2019

What happens to your used or broken
reloader when you donate it to the club?
You have an old reloader that has been in the
corner of the garage for a decade and needs
some TLC to get it working. You finally admit you
are never going to fix it and donate it to the club.
Charlie and Jim say "Thank
you very much" and whisk it off
to the garage, where after a
beer and some tinkering, they
figure out what isn't working
and which parts are missing.
Some days pass, parts get ordered
and received, whatever is missing,
broken or worn out gets replaced.
Much more tinkering goes on as new
parts are fitted and tested.
Pretty soon, with a lot of time, patience and
advice from people passing through the
garage, the balky old thing will be back in
working order with replaced component
bottles, new wooden handle and a handful of
new and refurbished parts.
After a few trial runs to work out the bugs,
presto, a rebuilt loader is ready for sale.

JUN-2019
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This young shooter and others are then able to
purchase these rebuilt loaders at very reasonable
prices, with all money received going to help the
club support junior shooters and the Junior Shooting
Team with entry fees, team shirts, components,
practice ammunition and other team expenses.

Don't hesitate to donate that old piece of
equipment lurking in the corner. Some
one, be it a youngster just starting out or
a veteran needing a specialty loader can
buy one of these refurbished, working
loaders, get a bargain price and help the
club and the Junior Team.

Charlie Marino, Club President
We had a great lamb BBQ and fun shoot fund raiser
for the Jr. Shooting team Saturday, with a bunch of
really nice door prizes.

This lad won a basket
of fishing gear.
This lad won a basket of
pasta makings.

JUN-2019
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The fun shoot had events like the Quail Walk, Bushwhacker and Annie
Oakley. Everyone also enjoyed a great lunch of lamb, venison sausage,
chicken, and all the fix'ens . Thank you Charlie for preparing the lamb and
Stephanie and Rodney Jason and the Jr. Team for set up, take down, clean
up and everything in between! The whole event was a big success!
Jon Ray, Chairman of the Board
The covers on the megaphones of the
call systems are wind and noise
baffles. Briley recommends them to
improve the system's ability to coordinate between each set of calls in
noisy or windy situations, like when
the report from the rifle range sets off
trap 6.
We thought we'd give it a try so please leave
the covers on or replace them if they blow
off.......
See you at the next club shoot on
Saturday, July 6

What?
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North Bay League Handicap Winner
Stephanie

JUN-2019

Cheek down, elbow up, feet planted, eyes on the bird.
She rocked it!

The National Rifle Association has honored Dave Kong for his long and
distinguished shooting career. Congratulation Dave.

JUNIOR SHOOTER'S
PANCAKE BREAKFAST

before each upcoming
Club Shoot
8 am to 9am

Around the club

Jessy with the daily stick

Dreaming. . . . .

Almost ready

This gun has ear protection

JUN-2019

Chief cook and bottle washer

Dubious characters
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Three musketeers

Looks like 300 miles long!

Squad of orange backs

Break boxes down

Brenda & Lisa at work on trap 7
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C L U B C O N T A C T S
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun
9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn ( 7 0 7 ) 9 3 3 - 0 3 0 6
Volunteer Workers - Mike Dirks=en
707mike@gmail.com
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JUL-2019

Did you recognize the person in this
month's "Guess Who" on the VOMTC
website?

Paul did, and won a free
shooting token for his quick
identification.
Answer below **

Pam, new
Distinguished Expert

**Answer:Ted Bell
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JUL-2019

Charlie Marino, Club President

Ammunition sales at the club
A new California State Ammo Law took effect on July 1, 2019.
A background check (DROS) is now required to buy
ammunition that leaves club property. However, the check is
not required for single boxes of shotgun ammo sold with a
target token and fired at our traps.
Ammunition sold here that will leave the club property requires a
Department of Justice (DOJ) background check. The easiest way to
get that done is to bring your California Real ID drivers license to be
scanned into the DOJ system. This is currently only being done from
10:00 to 12:00 Noon on Wednesdays and Sundays in the clubhouse.
There are other ways to clear the background check, but some
preparation is recommended. Check with me at the club.
On another note: Since I've been President, I've repeatedly asked
people to SLOW DOWN when driving into and around the club
grounds. Since some members do not seem to take me seriously,
we will be installing speed bumps in order to facilitate the 5 mph
rule. For those of you who have lower vehicles, you may want to
park outside the club and walk in?

JUL-2019

I would like to recognize all the hard work and time Jim Reese,
Mike Hennagin and Rodney Wilkes have put in repairing and
tuning up all the trap machines for all of us to enjoy.
When you see these gentlemen around the club, please take a
moment to thank them for their expertise and time spent for the
benefit of all of us here at the club. These gentlemen are going
above and beyond the 2 volunteer work days required with your
membership. Consequently, Jim's golf game is suffering.

Jon Ray, Chairman of the Board
Kudos to all our Wednesday and Sunday instructors. We have seen an
increasing number of new shooters taking interest in Trap Shooting and
we are glad to be able to provide them with our staff's time and
excellent experience.
Any "Non Member" who is discovered using "Member" tokens will be
escorted off the club grounds and banned from having privileges at the
club in the future.
Our sincere and heartfelt appreciation to Deb and Jeff Acquistapace for
their dedicated efforts, twice a week, bringing the fresh eggs we sell at
the club. For every dozen eggs sold, 50 cents is donated to the Junior
Shooting Team. This amounts to approximately $40 to $50 per month.
Their GENEROSITY is vitally important to our kids proudly representing
VOMTC.
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He is a man of his word......meet your new
speed bumps

JUL-2019

JUNIOR SHOOTER'S
PANCAKE BREAKFAST

before each upcoming
Club Shoot
8 am to 9am

Around the club

What's up in your grill?

JUL-2019
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Yep, fragile as eggs.

The seat of (Spolar) power.

New shooters meet the instructor

Vomtc supports youth participation

Color co-ordinated.

The upcoming club shoot is
Saturday, August 3rd
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C L U B C O N T A C T S
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun
9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn ( 7 0 7 ) 9 3 3 - 0 3 0 6
Volunteer Workers - Mike Dirks=en
707mike@gmail.com
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AUG-2019

Pam, High Lady, August Club
Shoot.

Milt's new NRA Distinguished Experts

Chris

Paul ran his first 25 straight
at the Club Shoot

Joe

Chris

Stephen, 50 straight
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AUG-2019

Charlie Marino, Club
President

Jon Ray, Chairman of
the Board

Thank you for your patience and co-operation on the closing of the rifle range for a
short time. We occasionally have men and equipment down range working on
various maintenance projects.
Valley of the Moon is sorry to announce the death of Riley
"Kit" Sittner. Kit has been a member of our club for the
last 8 years. You may have seen him around doing his
volunteer days or shooting with family members. Our
condolences go out to his family and friends.
The last two Summer Series Club Shoots are coming up in
September and October. Didn't win a buckle yet? There is
still time! The Saturday September 7 Club Shoot will be
followed the next day by the Grand at Valley of The Moon
on Sunday, September 8. Everyone should be able to get in
all the trap shooting they want, from friendly competition
among club members on Saturday to full on NBL league
match-ups on Sunday. Take your pick, shoot one event,
one day's events, a couple of events on both days or shoot
it all. Your choice!
Our second well has
gotten a new pressure
tank and plumbing and
our dirt piles are
growing, then vanishing
as the skeet area
preparation and
development continues.

All proceeds benefit the Jr. Shooting Team

AUG-2019

before each Club Shoot
8 am to 9am

Kitchen crew
Competition crew
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Ella: Isn't she cute? She shot last
week into the hill and her folks
brought & her brother back today
and she told her mom she was
going to wear her dress & boots.
The roses on her boots match the
roses on her dress.
Future VOMTC High Lady??

JUNIOR SHOOTER'S
PANCAKE BREAKFAST

before each upcoming
Club Shoot
8 am to 9am

Around the club

What's up in your grill?

AUG-2019
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Yep, fragile as eggs.

How many trap shooters does it take to set the doubles trap?

Nolen, that's your ear plug.

Now, when I throw this.....

Hold up, gotta use the blue
room....

I got it, I got it!!

Dave landed right there in the South Pacific.

Saturday, September 7, followed by
The upcoming club shoot is
NBL Grand
Sunday, September 8
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C L U B C O N T A C T S
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun
9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn ( 7 0 7 ) 9 3 3 - 0 3 0 6
Volunteer Workers - Mike Dirks=en
707mike@gmail.com
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SEP-2019

Some winners from the Sept. Club Shoot and NBL events:

Mike, Club Shoot Doubles winner, Ray, North Bay
League Doubles winner

Barry, .410 winner

Junior Team winner

Bryan, AA singles winner

October Club Shoot
Saturday the 5th - LAST ONE of
the season!!
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SEP-2019

Charlie Marino, Club
President

Jon Ray, Chairman of
the Board

Our Club Shoot Season is coming to an end with the last event
on Saturday October 5. It has been a great summer season.
The grounds have looked great, and the events have run
smoothly thanks to our volunteer workers who have busted
their fannies keeping the events moving along with office work,
scoring, shell pick up, safety oversight, food preparation, rules,
trap mechanics, clean up and about a million other details it
takes to have a safe and successful shooting event, let alone a
whole season of them. Thank you so much for all your great
work. Valley of the Moon couldn't do it without you all.
Congratulation to our 2019 VOMTC Junior Trap team and
their coaches. They capped off the year with a bunch of
buckles to show for all of their hard work, and have really
grown as a team, traps shooters and competitors. Well
done to all!

Raffle prize generously
donated by Dan M.

November will see in our "meat shoot" season, starting with the
Turkey Shoot on Sunday, November 10. Come on out and win
a Thanksgiving turkey or two. This event is open to the public,
so feel free to bring out a friend or relative who would like to join
in on the fun. Just remind everyone that we shoot FOR turkeys,
not AT turkeys!

SEP-2019
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Green
Glitter
Bomb

Purple
Haze
Smoker

Pumpkin Smoker

Recipe for trap fun.....
1. Fill clay top cup with powdered chalk, glitter, confetti, feathers, etc.
2. Cover with clear plastic packing tape.
3 Launch, shoot....
4. Poof, whoohooo! Visit trap 6.

SEP-2019

Coaching the coach.

Watching the match.

4-9

The Contest Camp.

The team.

Congratulation Junior Trap Team, coaches and parents on a very successful year.
Thank you for your support Valley of the Moon members.

Around the club
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SEP-2019

Lee and Sandy tie the
knot in a ceremony held
beside beautiful Lake
Tahoe.
Congratulations to you
both from the members
of Valley of the Moon
Trap Club!

Former Valley of the Moon Junior Shooting Team member
Andreas
ATA State singles Champion
with a score of 200 out of 200
Shooting 98.7% in singes competition
over the 2019 year to date.

The last 2019 club shoot is Saturday, October 5
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October/November 2019 Events Calendar

C L U B C O N T A C T S
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun
9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn ( 7 0 7 ) 9 3 3 - 0 3 0 6
Volunteer Workers - Mike Dirks=en
707mike@gmail.com
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OCTOBER 2019

Some winners from the 2019 October (and last of the
season) Club Shoot.

Frank, Lex, Rob, Luke, Darrel and Ann

Thank you Mark and
John, who
run the club shoot front
office and
tally all the scores.

Scott, singles winner

Junior Team winners
Johnathan,
Adam and Cody

1

OCTOBER 2019

Charlie Marino, Club
Interview with Janelle, new
President
member
of the Junior Trap Team
Q: What Brought you to Valley of The Moon Trap Club? A: I
heard about Valley of The Moon Trap Club from a friend of the
family, because his son shoots on the Junior Trap Team. Our family friend
started inviting me to team practices on Saturdays. I decided that the
Valley of The Moon Trap Club had a great environment and that I wanted
to be part of the Junior Trap Team.
Q: Do you realize how much time and traveling is involved in being
on the Junior Trap Team, and that we are willing to support you no
matter what?A: Yes, I do realize that. Shooting is my passion, and I love
it. So, my family and I are willing to put in the time and hours it takes for
me to be the best that I can be. I want to be a distinguished and integral
part of the Junior Trap Team, all while representing the Valley of The
Moon Trap Club in the best way I can. 100%.
Q: Do you feel comfortable being the only girl on the team? A: Yes, I
do. The guys on the Junior Trap Team are all nice and push me to
become a better shooter, plus they treat me as one of their own. Some of
my teammates are even becoming my close friends.
Q: Do you realize that if you have any questions or problems, that
you can come directly to me, Charlie Marino, President of Valley of
The Moon Trap Club?A: Yes, Charlie is always very approachable,
proud, appreciative and supportive of us, the Junior Trap Team!

2

OCTOBER 2019
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Jon Ray, Chairman of
the Board
The last club shoot was very successful, and the
junior trap team did it again; they won lots of buckles!
Thank you, to everyone, who saved your brass, due to this, we raised up to
$1,356 for the Juniors.
Our sincere gratitude to Joe Kiser and his son, the most current road work on
the levee road has been completely repaired, due to their hard work and
generosity! Speaking of generosity, thank you Mike Ryan for the
donation of a new Laporet rabbit trap machine for the 5 stand course.
As you know we are continually making improvements to the club. Dan
Mercury and Steve Mack are also going to be installing storm drain pipes
around the club. Much appreciation and recognition to you both in advance
for your time, help and hard work.
If people don't slow down while driving in and out of the club, more speed
bumps WILL are going to be added, so beware! And I'm not joking!

Thank you Ron
Church Concrete for
work on our skeet
field.

Thank you Ted, Lucy and
Rebecca integral members of
the VOMTC team, and all super
chefs.

OCTOBER 2019
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Welcome Janelle.

Paul gets his 25 pin.
Jack, distinguished expert.

Milt got a black widow smoker.
Surf's up.

Also distinguished experts.

Not terrorists!

Nice rack Steve.

Man in the high tower.

Also not terrorists. Well, maybe just the one.

OCTOBER 2019
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The Junior shooting team appears before the Board of Directors
to receive recognition for their accomplishments during the
summer season. Well Done Team!
Jay has donated a shooting bag to the Junior
Team. Thank you!Your donation (and support) for
our Juniors is appreciated.

AGAIN...DO NOT ENTER
YELLOW ARROW AREA!
<-- PLEASE STAY TO THE LEFT
Our trap machines are working well
and consistently - please help keep
them that way by staying out of the
electrical connection area indicated
by the yellow arrow. Thanks!

The turkey shoot is Sunday, November 10
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Add a little bit of body text

November/December 2019 Events Calendar

C L U B C O N T A C T S
Office Manager Ted Bell (707) 938-9874 Wed and Sun
9am to 2pm
Women on Target and Trap 7 Instruction Brenda
Schmale (707) 293-8649
Caretaker Tom Koehn ( 7 0 7 ) 9 3 3 - 0 3 0 6
Volunteer Workers - Mike Dirks=en
707mike@gmail.com
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